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this means that the compiler-to-object
transpiler is still useful for developers who
also have the old delphi installed, and will
continue to be useful until delphi releases

the final version of the compiler. in the
meantime, delphi must continue to support
the old version of the compiler, so its cost to

maintain the compiler is high. delphi has
also added a new, low-cost, redistributable

compiler, to save costs, but it is not yet
usable. the "delphi allows using an ansi c++
compiler for native compilation" meme is not
entirely correct, because the new compiler
may compile, but the old compiler always
has to be used for the compiler-to-object
transpiler to function. this means that the

compiler-to-object transpiler is still useful for
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developers who also have the old delphi
installed, and will continue to be useful until

delphi releases the final version of the
compiler. in the future i plan to generate an
asprotect license file using the full text of

the license key as the asprotect key. this will
also allow asprotect to use a minor

versioning scheme similar to the one
armadillo/software passport offers, much
easier than changing every reference to a
minor version. i encourage you to read the

asprotect documentation for more details on
how this can be done. note, there is no

warranty that the system shown will work for
you! the only thing i can guarantee is that, if

you are like me, you want to be able to
generate a key you can use to copy your

software onto new machines, or what i did in
the past, upload and embed your license into
a web page. and that if you can do this, you

will be less dependent on your site
administrators not installing your software
updates or you not using your web based

backup solution.
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delphi's 2012/13 earnings report still has a
long way to go, so it may be a while before

we see a more detailed analysis of their
financials, where it may be possible to

analyze actual costs and revenues. however,
most indicators look very good . the amount
of money delphi has saved by only releasing

2013/14 has been matched by the huge
amounts of money they borrowed in 2010
and 2011 in their first product cycle in the
wake of the bankruptcy reorganization, so

we can expect delphi's revenues to be
moderately good in this year and next. 2014
should see a good increase in what delphi is
asking for, but it is too early to be sure that

the delphi economy will take off as a
developer community and build itself up

again after several years of weakness and
damage from the bankruptcy. other than

this, the developer community on delphi has
not been as active lately as it was before
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delphi's bankruptcy. however, delphi still has
many developers in the system, and

therefore its economy should be strong,
despite not being very large. delphi released

a preview version of the beta of the new
version of the ide in the beginning of april,

and is now planning to release the final
version of the ide for visual studio in the
second week of may. delphi was right to
wait, as the release of the final version

provides a good opportunity to determine
the general level of interest in a new product

cycle. here, though, the numbers are not
good. delphi's c compiler is still necessary

for the compiler-to-object transpiler to work.
the "delphi allows using an ansi c++

compiler for native compilation" meme is not
entirely correct, because the new compiler
may compile, but the old compiler always
has to be used for the compiler-to-object

transpiler to function. 5ec8ef588b
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